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Large Burrow Structures in
Mammoth Cave National Park
Tambra L. Eifert
Some unusually large and well-preserved fossil
burrows in the Saint Louis Limestone Formation
(Mississippian, 360 million years B.P.) near P.
Strange Falls in Logsdon River represent some of
the earliest retrievable evidence for unique, largeburrow producers with complex burrowing behavior. They appear to represent galleries formed by
deposit-feeding organisms, bearing similarities to
burrows made by modem shrimp. Michelle Warren
and I are presently studying these unique fossil burrows for a senior research project which is supervised by Dr. John M. Holbrook, AssiUlnt Professor
at Southeast Missouri
State University. Our
research is designed to address three primary objectives: 1) What organisms produced these burrows
and why? 2) How and why were the burrows altered
to chert? 3) What is the nature of the environment
and the substrate in which the burrows were excavated?

z

What makes these burrows so unique? The burrows
at Logsdon River waterfall are predominantly horizontal
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Burrows completely altered to chel1; note lens cap for scale.

and appear to have complex galleries with intricate networking, they are considerably
larger tlmn tllOse
normally found in deposits of this age, and
they are older than most known burrows. In
faet, complex burrowing behavior in large
organisms did not become prevalent until at
least Mesozoic time (65-245 million years
B.P.), and most of the burrows preserved
prior to then are only millimeters in diaIneter. Evidence of sueh large burrowing organisms at those seen in Logsdon River prior to
Permian time (245-286 million years B.P.)
consists of only rare reports of poorly
exposed burrows, with simple, straight patterns whieh are scattered individually over a
limited area. Previously known burrow exposures of pre-Permian age have not provided
the opportnnity to adequately chronicle tlle
evolution of large and complex burrowing
organisms; that opportunity is now provided
by tlle Logsdon River burrows.
Due to its unique preservational

envi-

ronment, the research site provides unusually
excellent eXJX>sures of the burrows in their
original position. Almost all of tlle burrows
are entirely repk1ced by a hard, corrosive-resistant ehert. l1le easily corroded limestone
surrounding the burrows is preferentially
Cross section of chert-filled

burrow.

Continued p. /4 ...
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CRF NEWSLETIER
Established

Volume
1973

23, NO.1

Deadline
for next Issue Is April
1, 1995.
Please
make sure your submissions for the next issue reach us by
the above date. SHIMS

Editors,

Sue Hagan, Mick Sulton
Route I, Box I lOA
Annapolis,
MO 63620
Building Fund Update: Once again, a special thanks
to all those who've made contributions to the Building
Fund since the Last Newsletter. They are:

Production Manager: Richard Zopf
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions: $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst
For infonnation about the CRF, write to: Phil
DiBlasi, CRF President 1244 South Brook,
Louisville, KY 40203-2718.

BULLETIN

BOARD

Address
Changes:
Please send all address changes to
Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, en

45387. Tel: 513-767-9222 (before 10 pm eastern). Also, if
you have an E-Mail

Address.

please send it to Richard.

Typists needed for Mammoth
Cave trip reports:
For about ten years CRF has attempted to use computers to
store. organize, and access Mammoth Cave trip reports.
Today. most reports are typed directly into a database and
we are making slow progress in entering old reports, starting from CRFs birth. If you have access to a computer, your
help will speed t.he process, while at the same time, you can
enjoy some of the history of the exploration of the longest
cave. Just contact Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow

Springs, OIl 45387-1628.

Tel: 513-767-9222

(before 10

pm eastern).
Wanted:
you like
We have
get done.
me know

Hamilton
Valley
Project
leaders.
Would
to take on a project at our Hamilton Valley site?
a number of projects. large and small, that need to
They are projects that almost anybody can do. Let
if you are interested, and I will give details and

Janet & Tom Alfred, Aldon Baker, Neal Bullington,
Andy Eavis, Jeffrey Farr, Neil & Teresa lIanunond,
Rila Henderson, John Hess, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Scott House, Jack Kennedy, William K1imack,
Matt Kuehnert Candy Leek, Richyard Maxey, Roger
McClure, John McLean, Eric Morgan, Cbarles
Pease, Bruce Randall, Barbara Schomer, Janet
Sowers, James Sturrock, Gail Wagner, Tony
Waltham, James Wells, Dave West
George Williams.
Contributions and income to the Fund have tola1ed
$246,853, and a further $90,000 has been pledged.
Expenditures for the land, well, road, taxes, land
maintenance and improvements, etc., has been $124,593.
Our goal is to raise a tota1 of $500,OO-we are half-way
there, and counting pledges, well over half way.
We need everyone's
support.
Keep
those
contributioos
coming.
We want to have 100%
participatioo,
a reasonable goal for a volunteer
organization. If you have already given, but can make
additional contributions or pledges, that would be great.
Many folks are unable to make a single large
contribution, but are giving a number of smaller
contributions
over time. Your support is greatly
appreciated.. Send contributions and pledges to: Cave
Research Foundation, Roger McClure, 4700 Amberwood
Drive, Dayton, 011 45424.
All of the above donors are to be congratulated, but
special thanks go to our overseas friends for their help in
making this a truly international effort.

help you get started. Roger McClure, 513-233-356!.
Wanted:
Input
for Camp
Management
Manual:
Development
of a comprehensive
Camp Management
Manual is underway for the CRF Mammoth Cave operation.
We need menu recorrunendations
and tried and true recipes
(to serve 20). Other ideas for the manual's contents are
welcome. Contact Candy Leek: 904-646-2722 (w); 904-

724-0195 (h) or Larry Pursell, 502-777-3517 (h).
Pat Jablonsky
will be resuming bat identifications
and
studies in Lechuguilla
Cave and Carlsbad Cavern this
spring. She is looking for competent cavers (with prior
Lechuguilla Cave experience) who like tedious tasks and
detail work to provide assistance.
Helpers will need to
attend one pre-trip class on bat identification.
For further
information contact Pat Jablonsky at 505-887~0276(W)
or

505-887-6668.

Notes From

Here

and There

Watson
will be featured in Secrels
Underground, part of the the PBS "Discovering Women"

Patty-Jo

series profiling leading women scientists. Airing date for
the Watson special is April 5, 1995 (check local listings
for times and date changes).
NPS employees and CRF JVs Rick
Olson
and
Darr;n
Nerr were featured and photographed in a
September 27, 1994 Christian Science Monitor article
on Park Service efforts to clean up Manunoth Cave. The
article bighlighted the NSS restoration efforts as well as
the dilemmas the Parle Service faces in trying to OOlancc
visitor enjoyment with resource protection.
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New CRF Members

Membership in CRF is an honorary title given in
recognition of outstanding contribution to the study,
conservation and interpretation of caves. At the November, 1994 Annual Meeting the Board of Directors elected
six new Members to the Foundation:
Paul Cannaley
has been involved with CRF Eastern
activities for a number of years. He has been an ongoing
contributor to the cartographic program as a valued party
member, trip leader, and expedition leader. He has
assisted with a number of support activities including
survey equipment maintenance. He has shown the kind
of ongoing dedication to furthering CRF goals that is
the basis of the organization's success.
Harry E, Grover started caving at Mammoth Cave
with CRF about the time he was preparing to retire
from his teaching profession. He quickly identified the
area of contribution he most wanted to pursue: cave
photography. During the past dealde, he has been willing to haul his photographic gear wherever asked, be it a
tortuous crawl to the less traveled sections in pursuit of
a photo of a rare formation or to a tedious all-<1aysession on tourist trails capturing on film hundreds of historic (and some not so historic) graffiti. He has a1su
been one of the first to volunteer for those not so glamorous camp management jobs, be it peeling potatoes or
scrubbing floors. Always he has been a voice of keen
enthusiasm.
Torn Madison
is the new operations manager for the
CRF Guadalupes area. Over the years of his involvement with CRF he has exhibited outstanding leadership
and achievements in fostering the exploration, conservation and scientific study of caves in the Guadalupe
Escarpment region. lie is also recognized for his infectious enthusiasm, loyalty and support of the goals and
objectives of the Foundation.
Dick Maxey
is well known at CRF Eastern operations, where his is a familiar face at expeditions, as
party member, trip leader and, more recently, expedition
leader. He has also been involved in work weekends at
Hamilton Valley. lie is also one of those "behind the
scenes" people on whom the whole of CRr activities
depends, including major contributions to the production
activities of the Newsletler and otl,er office activities.
Larry Pursell
came to CRF several years ago when
he was about to start his register of Mammoth Cave
signatures. This projec~ requiring a long-term commitment to detailed in-<:ave documentation and follow-up
data analysis, has been recognized by both CRF and the
National Park Service for its significant contributions to
the knowledge of Mammoth Cave's history. Larry is
also a frequent camp manager and camp management
assistant, and in these chores he has shown the same
kind of high quality work and good spirit that he brings
to his cave research.
Chuck Swedlund
has been involved with CRF for
only a few years, but in that time he has demonstrated

the kind of commitment that is valned in all JV s. Photographer par excellence, Chuck has applied his skills to
documenting the signatures and drawings found along
the old and new tourist trails, as well as some of the
remoter areas, of Mammoth Cave. He has shared with
other JV's his passionate love for wall scrawlings and be
has been a prime advocate for the preservation of historic
graffiti as being something more than mere defacement
of the cave.
To all of the above, CRF extends its gratitude with
recognition of the years of service given and years yet to

come.

CRF Annual Meeting
Phil DiBlasi, President
The CRF Annual Meeting was hosted by Janet
Sowers and the Tinsleys at the earthquake-proof facilities
of tlle USGS in Menlo Park, California. During the
closed Board meeting several changes in the CRF officers and Board were made. Two new Board members
were installed: Pat Kambesis and Chuck Pease. Chuck
Pease is active in Prescott, AZ, and was primary sponsor and a participant of the last CRF China Expedition.
Pat Kambesis is active almost everywhere (Mammoth
Cave, Carlsbad, China). A re-election to Board Directorship was held with the reinstallation of the following
Directors: Phil DiBlasi, Pat lIelton, Scott 1I0use, Pete
Lindsley, Roger McClure, Bob Osburn, Janet Sowers,
and John Tinsley. I was elected as the new President and
since both John Tinsley and Roger McClure have done
their jobs so well, they were re-elected as Secretary mxl
Treasurer, respectively. The Board also received tlle resignation of Melbnrn R. Park.
I want to tllank Mel Park for the foundation he has
laid for me as the immediate past president mId I hope
that I will be able to build npon that foundation. Mel
has taken the Foundation closer to realizing its drerun of
a National Headquarters (our Hamilton Valley property)
than I ever thought possible.

•••
Another important aspect of the Board meeting was
discussion concerning the Partnerships in the Parks progrrun. This relatively new federal program allows the
National Parks to spend small amounts of real dollars
which are then matched by volunteer efforts of organizations (such as CRF) in completing projects. Several
CRF projects have been funded recently using this creative method, mId others are pending. From the BoanJ's
perspective, it appears tllis may be the wave of the
future and an excellent source for funding.

•••
Scott 1I0use presented a NPS document entitled
"Tips for Working With Organized Cavers" dated June,
1994. Item #7, in its entirety reads:
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'There is more than the NSS. The Cave Research Foundation (eRF) completes a tremendous volume of work
in many Park Service units, including Mammoth.
Ozark Scenic Riverways. Carlsbad, Lava Beds. Sequoia
and Kings Canyon and others. Do you have a large
long-term project? Perhaps you can convince eRF to
expand. For help with bat concerns contact Bat Conservation International. For help with cave conserva.
tion issues conlact the American Cave Conservation
Association."

It's great to see CRF gelling such tribute.

***
The Board elected six new Members to tile Foundation. These are Tom Madison, Chuck Swedlund, Larry
Pursell, lIany E. Grover, Richard Maxey, and Paul
Cannaley.

***
The public portion (Saturday afternoon and evening)
of tile Annual Meeting was chaired by Mel Park. Each
of tile operations areas gave brief presentations about
tileir last year's effons; new board members and officers
were also introduced. Roger McClure gave a presentation
about Hamilton Valley and tile progress m"de tilere over
tile past few years. The funding aspects were central to
Roger's presentation.

LIter present"tions, all exceptionally well done,
turned toward individual research efforts: Mike Speiss,
Hydrology at Lilburn Cave; Ilill Frantz, Restoration in
Lilburn; Peter Bosted, Canography at Lilburn; Ilruce
Rogers, Mineralogy of For Western Caves; Mel Park,
CML Cave Mapping Language; Pat Helton, The Guads

Pat Helton's impressive video of the 3-D mapping
of Cm's[bad Cavern demonstrated real time /Vtalion and allowed for excellent views of the cave.
Mapped in 3-D video: Pat Kambesis, Field Canograpliy
in China; Pete Lindsley, Survey of Fitton Cave; Christopher Richard, Cave Durance Ferns at Lava Beds
National Monument; Scott House, Cave Inventory in
Missouri and Kentucky; Janet Sowers, Cave Inventory
at Lava Beds; John Tinsley, Dust and Sediments at Lava
Beds.
Two of tile presentations stood out in my mind.
Richard's talk on tile survey :Uld identification of
entrance ferns at Lava Bedl) National Monument was
very informative. Apparently the microclimates of tile
entrdllces have allowed several species to extend tileir
ranges by several hundred miles. AnoUler personal favorite was Pal Helton's impressive video of tile 3-D mapping of Carslbad Cavern, which demonstrated real time
rotation and allowed for excellent views of tile cave. Pat
discussed tile benefits of tilis meUlOd for visualizing tile
owe.
The banquet was an excellent "Owensboro-style"
barbecue (being from Kentucky, I can say that). Afterwards, I presented a short synopsis of my research

dealing with 3000 year old drawings found in caves of
tile central Kentucky karst.
On Sunday morning tile group re-gatilered for" field
trip. Interestingly, il did not deal with caves or karst but
!Cctonics, as well as tile long and short term affects
tilereof. The caravan crossed tile San Andreas fault on its
way to tile coast. The trip leaders, Tinsley and Sowers,
gave excellent presentations at each stop along tile way,
including every tiling from tile bedrock geology to tile
difference in vegetation that results. I found tile diseussion and visit to an Archaic archaeological site most
interesting. This sile hHd been bisected by horizontal
movement of approximately IO meters. However, tiley
were unsure if the displacement took place in a few large
leaps or as a slow creep over a period of time. The site

visit and visual impact was most impressive.
Holding tile Annual Meeting in tile San Francisco
area was an opportunity for tile eastern Iloard members
to meet many of those whose natnes we've heard and
papers we've read. The changes to tile Iloard are also
indicative of tile groWtil and internal diversity of CRF.
We now have board members representing all of our

operations areas. The Tinsleys and Janet Sowers dc.o;,crve
a special thank-you for organizing such an excellent
meeting.

CRF Supports
First US-Sponsored
Borneo Expedition
lllC Cave Research Foundation has contributed
$500 to Subterranean Explorers, " group sponsoring tile
first US Ilomeo expedition.
Several CRr
JV's
(including Peter Ilosted, Joel Desp"in, and Vivian
Loftin) are mnong tile highly skilled 17 person temn
wiLh international caving experience.
'Ibe 6O-day expedition

will scour the outer ;md inner

recesses of Gunong Buda, a Iimeswne mountain 9 miles
long and averaging 4 miles wide; tile entire perimeter is
surrounded by 400 meter vertical cliffs. A reconnaissance
trip with aerial surveillance has shown immense river
systems disappearing underground. Terrestrial surveillance brought tile orgmlizers into virgin cave passages
mId prior British expeditions have left mmlY promising
leads. Ninety-nine percent of Gunong Buda remains unchecked. The Malaysian govemment officials approached
the expedition orgrulizers in an effort to preserve the
valuable rain forest of Gunong Buda-the
area is in
grave jeopardy of being logged. It is hoped that significant discoveries will he made so that this section will be
mlIlexed into tile National Park System.

TIle expedition will be taking place in a remote,
very extreme environment, with exotic flora i:md fauna
(not ule least of which are poisonous snakes, rapacious
insects, mld unknown parasites). CRF sends its best
wishes to all tile Subterranean Explorers for a safe mxl
productive trip.
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EXPEDITIONS
Mammoth Cave
Labor

Day, September

3-4

Leader, Bob Osburn
Fifty four people contributed to 21 cavc trips in
support of cartography, historic studies, resource inventory, and geology. About 5,000 ft. of survey was accomplished, half of wbich was new survey.
History:
There were two trips to Historic Mammoth
Cave to continue the "Names Without Faces" signature
recordiog project. Historic signatures were collected from
the bottom of Mammoth Dome to the Audubon Avenue
eod of Little Bat Avenue, an area heavily impacted by
less than historic graffiti of the 1960s and 1970s. The
first trip also included a feasibility study for a possible
project to record historic artifacts along the Historic area

lOur roules.
Geology:
Tammy Eifert and Michelle Warren continued their photomosaic study of the large chert burrows
near P. Strange Falls (see p.I). Bob Osburn visited the
lower levels of Running Branch Cave collecting geological descriptions for the resources inventory project.
Logsdon
River:
Three cartographic trips went to
Logsdon River. One crew pushed a lead off we T-Survey
with potential for connecting to Kaemper Avenue. lbe
connection, if it exists, will be through a low squeeze
with considerable water, which was not pushed by this
party. Anower trip wcnt to upstream Logsdon River
near where the X-Loop reenters, where they mapped a
cutaround, a short lead, and part of a longer one which
still has potential. Finally, a detailed resurvey of the
frrst section of the T-Survey trunk was begun.
Other Mammoth
Cave objectives:
A resurvey
crew put in 650 ft. in Miller Avenue, and reconJed
numerous leads for future parties. In the Salts-Unknown
Link area, a party mapped 225 ft. in a wet, twisting
canyon. There was another frustrating attempt to sketch
the large maintenance area behind the Great Relief rest
rooms on the Historic tour; magnetic interference is a
big problem here. A trip to Ranshaw Avenue acquired
320 ft. of new survey, in a small canyon, most of it not
previously entcred, that zigzags aronnd under the main
passage. The detailed sketch of Ule Frozen Niagara
entrance area was completed for the NPS entrance monitoring program. There was a short trip to Blackall Avenue to check the accuracy of historic descriptions and
verify information for the gazetteer (such as the original
location of St. Cathcrine City-in Blackall Avenue, not
at Ule Main Cave-Blackall-Blue Spring junction).
Hidden River Cave: Two trips went to Hidden River
to correct the draft map of the main passage around
Thomas Hall and to acquire radio location survey ties. A
wird group resurveyed 450 ft. in some small, wet passages beyond Sunset Dome. The party was handicapped
when one person cut his hand and exited the cave (We

cnt proved not to be serious), but the party hi-jacked a
member of we resketch crew and completed weir objective.
Other "small" caves: Two parties went into Buffalo
Creek Cave. They began a leapfrog survey, but discovered We cod of the cave before conditions exhausted the
crews after surveying about 600 ft. more of the main
stream to a terminal breakdown choke. Water levels in
we cave were lower wan normal, with a few inches of
airspace visible at we downstream sump.
There was a trip to make a detailed sketch of the
entrance area of Great Onyx Cave for the NPS biomonitoring project. This party concluded that the sink normally pointed out as we collapsed original entranoe does
not correspond to any cave fealUre, and that the real historic entranoe is a much less obvious small hole. This
will have practical implications, since the NPS plans to
open the old entranoe sufficienUy for invertehrate access
before placing a hermetically sealed gate on We present
entranoe.
A party went to Big Spring Cave on the North side
as a preliminary part of the CRF small cave inventory.
'The group did a GPS location, surveyed the cave, and
collected inventory data while working out suitable field
procedures. Finally, a party entered Sides Cave to do
some mop-up survey in a sandy crawl and to check leads
in Canis Minor near Safety Dome.
Survey Crews: Historic Register-I) Bob Parrish, Darrin
Fowler. Chris Parrish; 2) Bob Parrish. Chris Parrish, lemma
Wise; P. Strange Che11-Tammy Eifert, Michelle Warren,
Sheila Sands; Running Branch Geology-Bob Osburn, Jon
Smith; Logsdon T-SuIVey leads-Dick Maxey, Cheryl
Early, Matt Mazydlo; T.SuIVey resuIVey-Gaii Jackson,
Dave Jackson, Bill Baus, Elizabeth Winkler; Logsdon Upstream-Neil Hammond, Paul Cannaley, lrv Sterling; Miller
Ave.-Nancy
Korabic, Kevin Downs, Lee Florea; Salts.
Unknown Link-Paul
Hauck, Grant Van Hemert, Greg
Olack; Creal Relief-Paul Hauck, Bob Salika, Darrin
Fowler; Ranshaw Ave.-Bill Putnam, Russell Conner, Mike
Carey; Frozen Niagara-Mick Sutton Greg Black, Ken
Redeker; Blacka/l Ave .-Stan
Sides, Mick Sutton, Greg
Black; Hidden River-I) Mike Yocum, Dave Jackson, Gail
Jackson, Mike Carey; 2) Mike Yocum, Grant Van Hemert,
Ken Redeker; 3) Scott House, Bob Salika, Terry Hammond;
B~JJaloCreek-I) Russel Conner, Stan Sides, Sue Hagan; 2)
Dt!l Putnam, JOI~ Smith, Elizabeth Winkler; GrealOnyxMtck Sutton, Mtke Lawrence, Ken Redeker; Big SpringScott House, Dick Maxey, John Frye (NPS). Sue Hagan,
Cheryl Early, Sheila Sands; Sides Cave-Chris Groves
Roger McClure, Bill Baus.
'

Columbus

Day, OClober

7- IO

LeadLTS:Neil and Terri Hammond
Comfortahle we.aUlerhelped make the weekend enjoyable. 111e emphasis was on survey in MammoW
Cave and some smaller caves, with a total of 2700 ft. of
new survey and 1800 ft. of resurvey achieved.
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Mammoth
Cave survey:
Along the Historic Tour
route, a survey was begun through the bottom of
Manunoth Dome. There was also an attempt to survey
the Great Relief rest room area using Uiangulation
shots, because magnetic interference makes normal survey here essentially impossible. Tbe data has not been
reduced, but looks promising.

Other "small"
caves: In the nOlorious White
Lightning Cave, a crew pnshed Whiskey River a bit
further. Small, tough cavers are the rule in this cave, but
great air now beckons. In Wilson Cave, a thin crew
pnshed a going canyon for another 300+ feel. It's still
going, with a dome and some promising side leads.
Survey
Crews:
Mammoth Dome/Great Relief-Doug

One priority area was Miller Avenue (on the Belfry
Avenue sheet). Four parties were fielded here to refme
older survey data, take clinometer readings (since older
surveys lacked good vertical control), improve the
sketches, and check leads. Party leaders, who were unrnmiliar with the area, took a considerable amount of time
sorting through old survey books, Uip repons, and
people's memories, with the result that all parties were
productive. Apparently, this area is somewhat physically
demanding, and like so many places, requires small
people.

Baker, Carrie Baker, Tom Grant, Damn Fowler. Mike
Carey; Miller Ave.-I) Joyce Hoffmaster. Kevin Downs. et
al. 2) Steve Irvine, et al. 3) Joyce Hoffmasler. et a1. 4) Tim
Schafstall. et a!.; Hooflands Ave.-Tim Schafstall. Miles
Drake. Bruce White, Betsy Kelson; Logsdon River-Mike
Yocum, Steve McLuckie, Jim Longbotham;
Logsdon TSurvey-Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early, Dean Wiseman; HistoricArea photography-Chuck Swedlund, Richard Young:
Roppel-Jim Borden, Nancy Korabic, Grant Van Hemert,
Doug Alderman; Hidden River-l)
Mike Yocum, Steve
McLuckie, Jim Longbotham; 2) Dave West, Karen Willmes,
Greg Sholley, Tom Grant; Small cave inventory-Scott
House, Patti House, Stan Sides; White Lightning-Rick
Olson, Richard Zopf, Derek Bristol; Wilson Cave-Dave
West, Karen Willmes, Elizabeth Winkler.

In central Manunoth Cave Ridge, there was a Uip to
finish the resurvey of a long canyon loop off Hooflands
Avenue, below Rhoda's Arcade. This area still has quite
a lot of open questions in the form of pits and canyons,
some of them apparently unentered.
Several parties went up Logsdon River, where waler
and exposure combined to limit progress. One group
went up the main trunk to the "Grand Canyon" to push
leads at the top. However, slippery walls, lack of holds
and significant exposure prevented some party members
from reaching the upper levels, resulting in tile Uip ending early. We need a very good climbing crew for the
next attempt at this lead. Another party went far up the
T-Survey to a low, wet, unpleasant lead. After 70 ft. of
prone surveying in 12 inches of water, the compass
rcaIcr became too cold to continue. A party to Roppel
continued the survey of the narrow, winding canyon
below Umph Slot for another 270 ft.
Chuck Swedlund's historic photography crew continued work in Gratz Avenue, where they documented
over 200 signatures after overcoming some camera problems. The crew later tested a new Uipod set-up by taking
photos nc<'lfWright's Rotunda for thc NPS Eartbwatch
archeological program. Chuck also re-photographed a
dead rat. making the charming observation that it has
developed mnltiple yellow globules since August (we
just wanted to share that with you!).
Hidden River Cave: In an effolt to reduce a closure
error, a crew put in 400 ft. of wet resurvey. Another
party went upstream to Whiskey Way, where a lot of
progress has becn made recently. They put in thirty
more stations, turning around in dry, walking-high
passage with no fewer than 19 leads on their list!
Smaller
Caves Inventory:
A surface crew hiked
Collie Ridge on the North side, looking for small caves
in Raymond and Raymer Hollows. Nearly all of the
reported locations turned oUl to be small rock shelters
and seeping bedding planes.

Thanks
to all who led parties, and were patient with
"green" JV s. Special thanks to Joyce Hoffmaster for all her
hard work in Miller avenue both days.

Thanksgiving.

November

24-27

Leaders, Phil DiBlasi & Jan Hemberger.
In general we were pleased Witll the ebb and now of
the expedition. On Saturday night we had two slide presentations: I (PDD) gave one on the glyphs found in
various central Kentucky caves and Rick Toomey gave a
fine presentation on Pleistocene vertebrates that included
discussion on why small mammals are important, where
they are found and what critters to expect.
I was most pleased by the diversity of projects suppolted with little loss to the cartographic effort. Twentyfive Uips were fielded inside Manunoth Cave National
Park in support of the following projects: Archeology
(Crothers); Cartography (Osburn, House, Sutton, etc.);
Lesser Cave Invcntory (House & Sutton); Macrofossils
(Johnson); lIistoric documentation (Swedlund); Paleontology (l'oomey); Saltpeter fC-niUification (Olson); and
Signature Documentation (Pursell). In addition, eight
trips were fielded in support of efforts in Roppel and
Hidden River Cave outside Mammoth Cave National
Park.
Archeology
and Paleontology:
A crew went to
Bluff Cave, visited a few of the caves in Hunts Sink,
and examined Temple Hill Cave. TIle entrancc to Bluff
Cave was found to he filled with sediment and unenterable. In lIunts Sink, one cave was found to consist of
a large collapsed passage, trending south. It did not get
into any passage in solid limestone. Anotllcr cave had a
small pit-like entrance wilh a ledge on which was
perched an older bank of sediment with numerous small
bones. This sediment appears to be early Holocene in
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age. The third cave appears to be a pit/canyon with an
old ladder and several pieces oflumber present. The construction activity may have historical significance.
Much of the dripstone has been removed from this cave.
The last cave visited was Temple Hill. This rather
large sandstone cave has considerable evidence of prehistoric habitation (chert flaking debris, mussel shell,
burned and unbinned bone fragments, small biface fragments), but also has been dug by relict collectors.
A party went to Main Cave to have a preliminary
look for paleontological bat guano deposits between
Waldach Dome and Chief City. In 1959, Davis had identified Mexican freetail bat remains in guano deposits in
Chief City. The party found that the deposits wcre more

The paleontological
bat guano deposits
are
exposed adjacent to and above the toU/1st trail in
several areas-in
fact guano is eroding out onto
the edge of the trail.
extensive than originally described. They are generally
limited to protected areas, such as under large rock fall
blocks and are not very extensive. Bat bone was exposed
in the guano in several places. The guano deposits are
exposed adjacent to and above the tourist trail in several
areas-in fact guano is eroding out onto the edge of the
trail. This material is quite susceptible to impact by tour
activities, but on the positive side, it could be used in
tour interpretation.
Blackall Avenue was also checked to evaluate the
extent and quality of prehistoric archeological materials.
The fme sediments here are predominately yellow/orange
fine sands and silts of fluvial origin that appear to have
been extensively dug. The walls at least as far as
Symmes Pit show extensive prehistoric gypsum mining. An odd feature was noticed in the fine sediment
along the trail, where there arc round, puffy masses of
loose sediment 10-15 cm in diameter. Large numbers of
selenite needles occur in these masses. They apparently
form rapidly, since one circle disrupted a modem
(probably very recent) boot print.
Armed with a federal antiquities pennit, George
Crothers went to Lee Cave's Marshall Avenue to collect
cane for radiometric dating and paIeofecal material for
analysis. The putative human palcofcccs turned out on
closer examination to be portions of a mat of bat guano.
Another paleontology crew went to look at the
potential of Rafinesque Hall and Audubon Avenue. The
soil borrow pits between Bunker Hill and the Mushroom
Beds expose more than four meters of sediments which
were examined for bones, etc. The sediments can be
divided into two units. The lower four meters consist of
laminated silts which appear to be relatively old waterlain sediments. One bat bone was observed near the top
of this unit. The upper unit is 10-20 em thick and consists of a mix of silts, cobbles, and charcoal; it seems to
have been extensively modified by human activity. Two

possible
horizon.

textile fragments

were seen in the cultural

Two much more significant bat bone containing
deposits were found at Lookout Mountain. Much of the
material appeared to represent Pipistrel/us remains.
Along the wall there is an extensive, thick (15 em)
guano deposit. The ceiling above is stained from bat
use. One skull in the guano was identified as possibly
Myotis sodalis (Indiana bat}--this would correlate with
19th century accounts which often mention the huge
numbers of clustered bats (presumably M. sodalis) to be
found in the winter in Audubon Avenue, earlier known
as Big Bat Avenue. A murnmified bat at the start of
Gothic Avenue was identified as a red bat (Lasiurns
borealis). This is not a cave dwelling species. Backslider
Alley was examined and two bone deposits were found.
The crew also collected bags of soil that had been placed
for Rick Olson's re:nitrifieation study, and visited the
"fox" of the eastern Fox Avenue. This female raccoon
skeleton has been extensively damaged by foot traffic.
Geology:
A crew was fielded near Gothic Avenue in
the Historic Section of Mammoth to see if index fossils
can be fonnd and used to delineate the bedrock stratigraphy. They were able to find the lower Girken index fossils; Talarocrinus (crinoid) and Campophy/ulll gasperense (coral) very close to the trail in several areas, but
had a hard time finding any of the Ste. Genevieve index
fossils except for a few fragmentary remains. This is
unusual since Ste. Genevieve fossils are noted in abundance in other parts of the system. The lack of fossils is
possibly due to the abnormal thinness of the Ste.
Genevieve in this area, noted by Palmer in 1981.
History:
The Historic photography crew took two
trips to Gratz Avenue to photograph names, drawings,
and other artifacts. Items recorded included a couple of
cartoons (from the 1920-30's), a digging stick, and
paleofeccs. The trip leader noted thalthey have looked at
and photographed "General Jackson" numerous times,
but while looking closely, they found some tiny drawings, (a cartoon and an abstract). Another photography
trip went to Upper Salts ncar Mummy Valley to photograph an elegant drawing of a schooner [see next page]
and the prehistoric drawings.
Two signature study crews went to Silliman's Avenue to continue data collection between the high water
mark and Echo River. Collection in this area is hampered by a light coating of mud on signatures which lie
below the high water level. The area is not especially
rich in data, but by observing whcre the signatures are
clustered it is possible to estimate where the trips used
to stop in tlle late 1800's and early 1900's. One find was
a cluster of signatnres from a large party from Covington, KY dated 1865. This type of cluster is a potential
source of new infonnation if someone becomes interested in writing letters and following the leads W1COVered
in the cave. The signature crew is hoping to finish this
area before the spring high water.
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Lesser Caves Inventory: Two crews were fielded to
inventory the small caves of Fishtrap Hollow. However,
they decided to stan with the tiny cave near the exit to
the Maples Springs Campground (Cades Cave). This
"killer" cave with its slick breakdown almost did serious
damage to four of the inventory leaders. In Fishtrap Hollow, the caves were safer. One party mapped and inventoried Beech Tree Sink (a ''new'' cave), a rock shelter
(Jawbone Cave), and two small pits.
The other crew inventoried a small shelter, and the
impressive Stillhouse Sink with its associated cave. The
sink includes several areas of woodrat activity. The alVe
ends in a critter-sized connection to the sink, and conrains much terrestrial fauna, including a cricket colony.
It is a sandstone collapse feature. Jo./JnsonJlpring Cave

Another inventory party photographed the entranoe
of Good Spring Cave and flagged it for the brass marker
crew. Going to Dry Prong they checked possible caves
along the way. The visible "entrances" are ledges in the
Big Clifty sandstone. Likewise, Mill Branch Sink turned
out to be a sink point in the slream without a visible
entrance. They proceeded to Stephens Cave which is not
in the database. It was photographed and inventoried.
The next objective was up the Raymer Hollow trail,
where they spotted an obvious collapsed sink in the
Hardinsburg formation 30 ft. off the trail; an opening at
the bottom went into darkness. The cave was found to
be rich in life, being fueled by plenty of washed-in
debris, bat droppings and copious quantities of material
brought in by, apparently, an army of wood rats.
Entrance
Monitoring:
A brief Frozen
Niagara trip was fielded to fill in a small pieoe
of survey for the biomonitoring program and to
photograph lint accumulations. The famous
Frozen Niagara flowstone mass has a dingy
gray patina due to a thick accumulation of lint,
a result of unintended visitor impact. Once you
notice it, lint can be seen covering all surfaces
on and around the lrail.

The Schooner, by an anonymous artist, can be found in an out of
the way comer of Upper Salts Cave, near Mummy Valley. Photo
by Chuck Swedlund

(a Haney spring)
both aquatic and
Hollow to place
cordless hammer
two boles.

proved to have a rich and diverse fauna,
terrestrial. A third party visited Fishlrap
brass markers, but the battery on the
drill provided only enough power for

Two inventory crews went to the head of Sal Hollow. Party I inventoried Bent Tree Cave then found
"Short Deer Shelter" which was not where it should
bave been. They continued upslream to the Haney outcrop area and found three small caves in close proximity.
The second had passage that could be seen but not
entered, and the last (Salamander Cave) had lots of cave
life in a small area. The namesake salamanders are larvae
of (probably) red salamanders. The Slream also features
lots of isopods and pigmented amphipods, a pattern very
similar to the other Haney spring, Johnson Cave. Is this
the beginning of a Hmley spring biological pattern? The
slightly thinner party #2 mapped and inventoried the
unentered cave (Squeeze Cave) which consists of a small
dry canyon with nice dripstone and flowstone. lbe
entrance squeeze requires caution, since it is significantly
more difficult in the exit direction.

Mammoth
Cave
Cartography:
A crew
went to Kaemper Avenue to draw scale crosssections of Bishop's Rotunda and survey a 20
ft. wide, 10 fl. high side passage. They left
continuing lrunk passage and numerous leads.
Parties in this area have to be prep<1fCdto
acquire survey d•.ua that meets Bob Osburn's
high swndards, and to do it without degrading
the pristine condition of the area.

A Logsdon River crew continued surveying
the upslream lrunk towards a radio location
site. The old survey does not close well to tlle
radio location nor do loops close well in this area. One
more survey will easily reach the radio location. Several
side leads remain which are mostly small and weI.
The Historic Proctor survey continued with a lrip
beyond Proctor Crawl to Mystic River (not to be confused with Mystic River in Mammoth Cave itsell). It
will Wke several more trips to reach Mystic River Pit.
A crew went to the enlrance area of Unknown Cave
to clean up some existing survey. They resurveyed an
upper dry cut-back, just inside the entnmce. Then tiley
checked the beginning of Ball Trail, where they surveyed
the drain crawl to the concrete dam which eventually
ended up in the Ball Trail canyon. Finally, a survey was
run to Hidden Dome. Cold eventually overtook this crew
forcing a rclrCal. A second party in Unknown (SaltsUnknown Link area) resurveyed a canyon out of the
Shower Room. This canyon starts as an on-your-side
crawl, eventually opens up to stmlding passage, then
down into a crawl way and finally into a series of small
domes. This lrip resulted in cleaning up a hit of a cartographic prohlem.
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Roppel: Two crews went to Roppel Cave. The Hrst
was a short trip into Yahoo Avenue, at the request of
Dave Weller, to take photographs of this highly derorated area. The second party went to BWOB to survey to
the end of Missmaster Avenue. On the way, they
mapped the downslream end of the Coffee Bean Crawl
and tied into a previous survey. In Missmaster Avenue,
the crawl had taken active stream overHow since the last
trip and all traces of previous exploration bad vanished.
The passage averaged 1.5 ft. high, but bad intermittent
squeezes of 8-10 inches.
Wilson Cave: Three mapping parties went to Wilson
Cave; one was designated to clean up leads before the
pinch in the "historic" area and the two (thinner) crews
were to survey beyond the pinch. The crew working the
Historic section bad nine leads to check out, of which
they were able to Hnd only one-lhc passage was
surveyed to a 45 ft tall dome blocked by a flowstone
plug. The entrance laddcr was examined-it is male
from logs and nailed together. This "ladder" groans under
the weight of some of the larger cavers.
The second crew went to the "Snce7e-you-Die"
room after picking off a few leads. Five leads were Hnished off and several loops closed. Party #3 surveyed to
the edge of a pit and found a route up and through the
breakdown to get over the pi~ where they found a number of small leads. They also mapped a drain for seven
stations.
Hidden River: Two photography trips were Heldedto
Hidden River Cave as part of CRF and Central Kentucky
Karst Coalition efforts to support the American Cave
Conservation Association. The Hrst trip was to
photograph tile entrance in the early dawn light. TIlese
photographs are intended to be made into post cards.
However, the light angle was not right and the photos
will have to be retried. On the other trip, the inside of
the entrance was photographed looking out, and the crew
tramped off to Sunset Dome. They were so unimpressed
with the area, they were convinced that they bad not
found the dome (noted for its photogenic nature). They
tried a few shots but are unsure they captured a sense of
the place.
A survey crew party continued mapping Fractal
River. The passage averaged6-8 feet high and 8-12 feet
wide, and included deep water and deep, sucking mud.
There are a number of leads in this mazy area.
Three crews went upstream to continue the survey
of a complicated, previously unentered area beyond
Whiskey Way. All parties met their objectives. Some
leads were eliminated, one good lead was found, roxl
another will require rearranging some rock. Much of this
area features boot and body-sucking mud.
Participants:
Bluff Cave, etc.-George Crothers, Naoko
Yokayama-Crothers.
Richard Toomey; Main Cave paleontology-Richard Toomey. George Crothers, Mick Sutton;
Lee Cave- George Crothers, Naoko Yokayama-Crothers,
Richard Zopf; Audubon Ave .• elc. paleontology- Rick
Olson, Richard Toomey, Kevin Neff; Go/hic Ave. macro-

fossils-Kevin Neff, Walter Johnson, Daryl Neff, Keith
Miller; GratzAve. photos-I)
Chuck Swedlund, Francis
Swedlund, Bob Salika;
2) Chuck Swedlund,
Francis
Swedlund, Laura Decker; Salts Cave photos-Chuck
Swedlund, Francis Swedlund, David Sides, Stan Sides; Silliman Ave. signatures-I) Larry Pursell, Chuck Pursell, Dob
Parrish, Candice Leek; 2) Larry Pursell, Bob Parrish,
Frederick Douglas; Fishtrap Hollow-I) Scott House, Patti
House, Frederick Douglas, Daryl Neff; 2) Mick Sutton,
Candice Leek, Kevin Neff, Keith Miller; 3) Richard Zopf,
John Fry (NPS); SalHollow-I) Scott House, Patti 1I0use,
Richard Hand; 2) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Richard Hand;
Good Springs. etc.- Scott House, Patti House, Mark Ohms,
Bob Salika; Frozen Niagara-Mick Sutton, Rick Olson,
Richard Hand, Chuck Swedlund;

Kaemper Ave.-Rick
Olson, Sue Hagan, Mark Ohms;
Logsdon River-Dob Osburn, Terri Hammond, Jeff Farr;
Proctor-Tom Brucker, Tern Hammond, Bob Osburn;
Unknown Cave-I) Paul Hauck, Laura Decker, Bob Salika,
Naoko Yokayama.Crothers;
2) Paul Hauck, Candice Leek,
Ken Redecker; Roppel photos.Harry. Grover, Randy
Grover, Buz Grover; Roppel, Missmaster Ave.Dill
Koerschner, Russel Conner, Eric Wilson; Wilson Cave-I)
Paul Canna ley, Sue Ecklund, Bud. Dillon; 2) Dave West,
Karen Willmes, Greg Sholly;
3) Neil Hammond, Alan
Canon, Keith Miller;

HiddenRiver photos-I)

Harry Grover, Randy Grover; 2)
Randy Grover, Daryl Neff; Hidden River,
Fractal-Pat Kambesis, Don Coons, Laura Decker,' Hidden
River Upstream-I) Dave West, Karen Willmes, Greg
Sholly;
2) Neil Hammond,
Ken Redecker,
Frederick
Douglas; 3) Paul Cannaley, Dave Ecklund, Bud Dillon.
Harry Grover,

Thanks: First, we want to thank Duz Grover for another
year of smoked turkeys and all the fixings. We were glad
that Jenny and Henry Grover joined Buz this year. (Duz and
Phil have been doing Thanksgiving
together for 8 or 9
years!). We are beginning to wonder if people come for the
caving or the food. We believe that it's about 60-40 (and
we're not sure which gels the 60). 1banks for those who
helped in the kitchen; of special note were Patti House,
Larry Pursell. Harry & Randy Grover, Sue Hagan, Sue &
Dave Ecklund. Finally, thanks to the people who helped
clean up camp on the last day; with a rainy/nasty
weekend
the place needed extra work. A special thank-you to young
John & Kathy Ecklund who mopped the entire dining room
by themsel ves.

Missouri
October through December
Report by Mick Sutton
As usual, most of the Missouri

actIvity

was in

support of Ole mapping rold bioinventory prognun on
the Mark Twain National Forest Eleven Point District.
Boze Mill Cave on the Eleven Point River was inventoried. This is a known summer gray bat site, but we
found several hundred bats still in residence in October.
AltllOugh the cave is easily accessible and heavily visited, the bat roost is somewhat protected by a tight
crawl.
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We resumed the survey and inventory of Dluebole
Cave. This is another gray bat site, and the survey had
been suspended for the summer. Again, some gray bats
were still in residence. The survey of the outer section of
the cave was completed but the incompletely explored
inner section remains to be done. The over-wintering of
small numbers of gray bats in summer bat caves is a
phenomenon we've encountered a lot recently. It really
throws a wrencb into trip scheduling, since with more or
less year round occupancy, we are largely limited to
September for field wOlk.
There was an attempt to map and inventory Crewse
Cave, a newly reported cave on US Forest Service property in Ripley County. The trip was stymied by the
inconvenient fact that the entrance, in an intennittent

creek bed, was full of water and putting out a respectable
Dow. We still managed some bioinventory, as a large
water snake objected to our presence and came shooting
up out of the Dooded entrance fissure in an apparent

We still managed some bioinventory, as a large
water snake objected to our presence arul came
shooting up out of the flooded entrance fissure in
an apparent attempt to drive us off.
attempt to drive us off. Crewse Cave will wait for a
serious dry spell. The party instead did a supplementary
inventory of nearby Panther Cave; tllis one is also a
Dood hazard, but was enterable on this day. It is a site
for both cave fish and Salem cave crayfish. The entrance
is a sink-an unusual situation in the Ozarks where
most caves are entered through a resurgence or palcoresurgence. As a result, it is numcnt-cnriched with
washed-in leaf litter to an extent we rarely see.
There was a trip into the Irish Wilderness to inventory a collection of four small caves in Brawley Hollow
which had been mapped by a CRF crew some years ago.
The largest, Brawley Hollow Cave, was Carrying much
more water than when we mapped it some years back.
A recent foray by the author into Dy identification
(inspired by a general shortage of professional fly
taxonomists) has turned up a few unusual Dics
sheltering or dwelling in the caves, including two genera
of gnats seldom reported from caves, and a "hwnpb3cked
Dy" apparently known only from Missouri and not
previously reported from caves.
Elsewhere on the Mark Twain National Forest,
there were two return trips to Davy Crockett Cave, th~
first by a party armed with vertical gear to drop the 10
ft. ledge encountered during the last survey trip. At the
bottom was a 50 ft. by 70 ft. room with only one lead.
The group surveyed 190 ft. before calling it quits for the
day. The lead had deteriorated to a 3 1/2 ft. by 2 1/2 ft.
V -shaped, mud-walled passage with deep water, which
this party was not dressed to cope with. The passage
continues at least 100ft. The second trip extended the
main line survey for 500 ft.; the passage shows no sign
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of ending soon. The surveyed length of the cave to date
is 1600 ft., with seven known leads.
Survey

Crews:

Boze Mill-Sue

Hagan, Mick Sutton;

Bluehole-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Ken Williamson, Chad
Atkins. Chris Victor; Crewse, Panther-Mick
Sutton, Sue
Hagan, Janet Price, Roger Price; Brawley Hollow-Sue
Hagan, Mick Sutton; Davy Crockett Cave-I)
Steve Irvine,
Doug Baker, George Bilbrey; 2) Steve Irvine, Shawn Irvine,
George Bilbrey, Daniel Bilbrey.

New Mexico
Fort Stanton Cave, OCI. 1-2
Leader,Fritzi Hardy
Eight cavers continued the detailed survey of Fort
Stanton cave. Three people worked on passage cross
sections while the others extended the survey line. Data
reduction of the interlocking survey so far has been
extremely good.
In addition, Jim Hardy worked on his inventory of
surface insects, finding that the numbers of insects was
substantially down from September.
l:tartlclpants:
Tony Abernathy, Lois Bergthold, Gavin
Corcoran, John Corcoran, Gralin Coffin, Walter Feaster,
Fritzi Hardy, Jim Hardy, Rachel Hardy, Amanda Newman,
Chip Seams.
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December, 1994, Carlsbad Cavern
Repon by Brian Holcomb
Seventeen persons were in attendance, and five trips
were fielded at the December 1994 expedition to
Carlsbad Cavern. A total of 960 ft. feet of survey was
produced with 188 person hours.
Two crews went to Left Hand Tunnel. The first
pany generated 130 ft. of survey and pulled all old tags
along the survey line. Copious inventory notes were
taken and abundant dogtooth spar was found. There is
more worlc to do in this area. The second crew mapped
side passages totaling 370 flo They note that there are
many side passages still to be resurveyedand that these
were marked on the sketch notes. They also noted many
hydromagnesite balloons.
A Lower Cave crew mapped 75 ft. There was an
extensive geological inventory taken which counted
many fossils, among other things. Much remains to be
done in the area. In the New Section, a pany generated
90 flo of survey. They entered a cul-de-sac that has
entrances down to the Lower Pit area and got about
balfway around that room. They note that the room
needs to be finished and the survey continued down the
main passage. Crickets and beetles were seen in the area.
A New Mexico Room crew continued work from
the Thanksgiving trip. continuing to the termination of

Two Special MCNP Expeditions
Planned for April
First Hamilton
Valley Expedition:
The first
CRF Expedition to be fielded from Hamilton Valley
will be held over Easter weekend, April 13-16. There
will be the usual range of cave trips on Saturday. with
full camp management services (meals Saturday morning and evening. and Sunday morning). No Cave food
will be provided-bring your own. Those wishing to
stay over until Monday can choose from various
options; attending Easter services in Mammoth Cave or
one of the local churches, participating in Hamilton
Valley "Pride in Ownership" chores. surveying Hidden
River Cave (weather permitting). or small cave
inventory. Meals on Sunday (other than breakfast) will
be self-furnished.
As you may know, facilities at Hamilton Valley are
extremely rudimentary, and me expedition will be
basically a camp-oul. The unheated tenant house will
operate as me office headquarters. kitchen, and dining
hall. Participants will need to bring their own tenl. We
are also requesting that everyone bring two gallons of
water for personal and group use. TIlere will only be one
first Hamilton Valley expedition-be there.
Sue Hagan & Mick Sutton, Expedition Leaders
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a descending passage. This line is essentially the old Tsurvey shown on the current quadrnngle of the New
Mexico Room. There are leads to higher levels whicb
will require technical climbing. A room system above
the aforementioned area is a vinual treasure trove of
speleothems. Noted were a soda straw of at least six feel.
hydromagnesite balloons. gypsum flowers, and severn!
curious "commode" formations reminiscent of those
found in McKittrick Hill's Endless Cave. Thc best has a
rim of white calcite crust protruding 6-8 inches above a
base of boneyard-type bedrock. There is a possibility of
sulfur located in the old "T' survey. where a bedrock
flake contains several circular patches of crystalline yellow material. This entire area is a good advertisement for
"while soles only"; lhere is abundant fiowstone which

shows black skid marks in some areas.
canographer Pat Helton notes that the survey data
from this expedition was of high quality. as regards both
sketch and loop closure.
Two additional trips were calried out besides the
survey work. Barry and Rita Loucks and Ann Scavarda
went to the entrance of the Guadalupe room to consider
the feasibility of a climb up a flowstone curtain on the
south wall. Lois Bergthold. Jason Ricbards and several
others took a trip to the New Mexico Room to slUdy
methods for carrying out the proposed restoration project
submiued to the Park after the Thanksgiving expedition.

Leadership and Survey Training
Expedition:
Are you interested in becoming a trip leader? Jlave you
ever wondered what you can do as a survey tcam member
to help improve the efficiency and productivity of your
survey tearn? Perhaps you've always wanted to try your
hand at doing book. or would like to refine your
sketching skills. Have you ever been pan of a crew that
came back to camp too embarrassed to admit why
noUlinggot done? Or that came close to throwing rocks
at one another? If you've answered yes to any of these
questions. be sure to attend the April 21-24 training
expedition.
To begin implementing a standard of quality arxl
consistency in our survey methods. the focus will be on
hasic and advanced survey and sketching techniques, trip
leader training. and survey pany management. Specific
topics will include team responsibilities. leaders'
responsibilities. maximizing effectiveness, large cave
logistics. and implementation of a sketching standard.
CRFs new Chief Canographer Bob Osburn. along
with Pat Kambesis, a new CRF Director and Medal
winner at the 1994 NSS Cartography Salon. will be
instructors. The group promises a weekend of
stimulating learning. thinking and doing in a fun and
relaxedatmosphere.
Mike Yokum, Expedition Leader
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Protecting Suunto Instruments
Mike Yocum

,

.

"
Maintaining instruments in the best possible condi))~tion is crucial for quick yet accurate surveying, and for
iJ~".'Savingthe time and money required to repair or replace
-<°damaged equipment For the past five years I have been
f, >. testing a method of protecting Suunto compasses and
• clinometers which not only meets that need, but preserves them in near mint condition (assuming that they
are treated when new). The technique is simple and relatively inexpensive.
The procedure consists of dipping them in thermoplastic rubber, a liquid compound that dries to a tough
coating which seals each instrument in its own prole"tive case. Thermoplastic rubber is the material used to
insulate the handles of pliers and other tools. It is also
used on the handle of the Petzl "Stop" descender. When
used on survey instruments, the coating protects against
water, mud, sand, grit and abrasion. When dry it will
not crack, although it may split along the edges if the
coating is too thin, a problem which is easily prevented.
Locally, thermoplastic rubber is marketed under the
names "Color Guard" and "Plasti-Dip", but there may
be other brand names in other parts of the country.
Plasti-Dip does not come in a clear finish, but Color
Guard does. The clear finish allows light to pass
through the large top window above the compass card,
and is necessary unless you have internally ilIuminaled
Suuntos. A 14.5 ounce can of Color Guard currently
costs about $8.50. Qne can will coat a set of instruments and leave plenty to use in other ways. If you
can't find Color Guard locally, write 10 the manufacturer
for the name of a nearby distributor; their address is
Permatex IndustriaI Corporation, 30 Tower Lane, Avon,
CT,06OO1.
My first effort resulted in inslant panic; two bemd
new Suuntos, both internally betalight illuminated,
ruined! I bad placed a self-adhesive 1/2 inch dot label
(the kind you buy at office supply stores) over the small
viewing lens to prevent coating it. Although the rubber
is clear, it distorts light sufficiently to invalidate any
readings Iaken through it. After carefully covering the
viewing lens, I dipped the compass inlo the liquid, removed the dot, and wailed an hour or so until the rubber
had dried enough to handle. Looking through tlle lens, I
saw a fuzzy outline of the numbers, rather like looking
through frosted glass. I didn't cry, but I felt like it. I
assumed that the liquid had seeped inlo the compass and
coated the internal side of the lens. I peeled off the rubber coating and left the compass for a couple of hours.
Returning 10 mourn the dead instrument, I was delighted
to find that the "frosting" bad disappeared. Apparcntly,
thc fumes from the compound bad lcaked inside at tlle
join
between
the
edge
of
the
large
top

window and the aluminum body. Like water vapor, but
more quickly, they had evaporated.
Next time I began by sealing the join between the
edge of the top window and the body, using a glue nee.
die filled with thermoplastic rubber to lay a bead of rubber around the edge of the window. (A glue needle is a
syringe-like 1001 used to spot-apply glue. If you can't
find onc, you can probably get the same result using the
finest nozzle on a cake icing bag.) I next sealed the join
between the viewing lens and the body by repeating the
procedure, laking carc to get enough rubber on the edge
of thc lens itself to ensure a good seal. I took even
greater care not to get any over the center of the lens,

My first effort resulted in instant panic; two brand
new Suuntos, both internally betalight illuminated,
ruined!
the location of the viewing slit. After letting both seals
dry thoroughly (about four hours), I placed anothcr selfadhcsive dot over the viewing lens and again dipped tllC
compass. This time' it worked. The seals not only prevcnt vapor from entering the inside of the body, thcy
also deter the formation of bubbles in these areas when
the instrument is dipped. Bubbles cause thinning of the
rubber, and this can lead to holes after a few months
use.
After several months of active surveying, I noticed
that the coating was beginning to split along two edges,
near the comers of tlle compass. They had been subjected 10 some rough treatment and the coating had worn
through along the edges, where it was tllin. I tried several methods of alleviating tl,is problem. The one that
works best, and is (easiest, is to triple-dip the instruments.
An interesting fealure of cured tllermoplastic rubber
is that il is very tough; it has a tensile strength of
3,000+ psi and an ultimale elongation of 300-400%. If
the surface is intaci it is very difficult 10 remove. However, if there is a cut or a worn place. and if it is on
something which is very smooth. like the aluminum
body of a Suunlo, il can easily be peeled off. I peeled
both of my instruments and discovered tl,at beneath tlle
abraded, muddy, scummy surface were a pair of instruments in mint condition! In case they ever have to be
sent in for repair, this will plea,e the technicians who

work on them, and who hate epoxied instruments!
Before dipping your instruments, make sure tlmt
they are clean. They needn't be spotless; thermoplastic
rubber will stick to almost anything. But anything covered by the rubber will Slay there until you de<.ide to
peclthe rubber off. I I left the latlyard that comes with

\
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the instruments attached to the ring. The ring and part
of the lanyard will become rubber-coated, but that hasn't
caused me any problems, and you will need somc way
of holding the instruments when you dip them anI
while they are drying.
The first step is to lay a bead of rubber around the
seam between the edge of the top window and the alnminum body (Fignre 1):

Figure J
Repeat this procedure, sealing the seam between the
viewing lens and the body, taking care to get enough
rubber on the lens itself to ensnre a good seal (Figure
2). Also be sure to put some all of the way around the
top (outer) edge of the lens aperture. The edge of the

~I
Figure 2
aperture will be covered by a self-adhesive label during
the dipping stage, and must be coated with rubber before
the label is applied. Basically, you want to cover the
aperture edge, the aperture wall, and the seam between
the wall and the lens. Because this is a small work area,
this is the trickiest part of the operation. Thermoplastic
rubber is very sticky. Be carcful not to get any over the
center of the lens, the location of the viewing slit. But
if you do, let it dry, peel it off, and start this part over
again. When you have completed this stage, hang the
instruments up and let the rubber dry for at least three or
four hours. It will lose most of its bulk as it dries.
After you are satisfied with this stage, place a
round, self-adhesive label over the viewing lens. It
should just barely cover the entire lens opening. Halfinch labels fit perfectly. You will need some way of
removing the label immediately after dipping. I use a

straight pin, pushed through from the adhesive side of
the label. The head prevents pull-out, and the end can be
gripped with a pair of pliers, if you can't grasp it with
your fingers.
The cans that thermoplastic rubber is packaged in
(unless you can afford $60.00 or so for a gallon!) are
too small for a Suunto instrument to fit. Decant the
rubber into a suitable container, big enough to immerse
the instrument, small enough to ensure that you don't
have to buy more than one can to do the job. Dip the
instrument, following the instructions on the side of the
can. Wait no more than 30 seconds before removing the
label covering the lens aperture. Hang the instrument to
dry for at least four or five honrs. I usually let it dry
overnight. Repeat the labeling and dipping, but you
only have to seal the seams the first time. Let dry
again. Dip for the third and final time. This triple-<lip
has lasted on my instruments for well over four years,
with no signs of wearing through. I can't guarantee that
your instruments will be waterproof, but I haven't had
any problems with water getting into mine. I can now
dip my instruments in a pool to clean the viewing lens,
and sometimes that even defogs Ulem.
I mentioned Ulat you would have plenty of rubber
left over. I have used it very successfully to protect the
toes of caving boots, repair coveralls and packs, and in
general, just about any time that I would have used
Canvas Grip. For boots, you have to make sure that
tllere is no wax, polish, Sno-Seal, neatsfoot oil, or
whatever you normally use on them. I buy boots with
unfinished, unoiled leatller (about $25.(0) and coat them
with Color Guard. Instead of lasting a year or so, tre.1ted
boots now last four or five years. It also works well on
canva~ boots.
[Editors' Note-We can offer a personal endorsement; a
recent survey trip, which turned out to be much slimier than
anticipated, would have ended prematurely e~cept that we
were using a set of Mike's treated instruments.]
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Burrows ...Continuedfrom p.l

calcitic<hert mixture. Broken and fragmented burrows
are found in the upstream passage from the waterfall.

,1L~
'1"",

To address our objectives, we are first photographing tlJe site in detail using photo-mosaics. These arc
prepared by piecing togetlJer a series of overlapping photographs Iaken perpendicular to and at equal elevations
from tlJe cave floor. The completed mosaic will serve as
a base map, allowing close examination of tlJe behavior
patterns apparent from the individual burrow traces.
With tlJe permission of MammotlJ Cave National Park,
a few of tlJe burrows are being sampled for closer pelrographic examination. Thin sections are being examined
to detect changes in texture and/or mineralogy. In tlJis
way, we expect to reveal how tlJe burrows were filled
and tlJe processes which lead to their chertification.

Left 10 right: John Holbrook, Tammy Eifert,
Warren al the Doyel Valley Entrance.

and Michelle

dissolved by the active flowing water of the passage,
leaving the chertified burrows cleaned of their host rock
and slanding out from the wall in relief. Rapid flowing
water near the waterfall also keeps the burrows swept
clean of sediment trnnsported by Logsdon River.
By far the largest concentration of the burrows still
in their original position occurs at P. Strnnge Falls.
Here the burrows are exposed in the upper three feet of a
cherty zone in the SI. Louis Limestone Formation. The
burrows are visible along the walls, ledges, and floors of
the cave. Approximately 50-80% of the floor is covered
by these burrows. All possess a thin coating of pyrolusite (MnO,). Some are completely altered to chert.
whereas others are found with either hollow centers or
alternating ring-like bands. The interior of the bands
varies somewhat, but the majority contain a crystalline

CRF Helps

Save Bats From

Demolition

A colony of Mexican freetail bats have been making
tlJe Eisenhower Middle School in Carlsbad tlJeir summer
home for almost 30 years. A bat count by a student
group from Carlsbad High School estimates tlJe colony
size as 4,000-5,000. Unfortunately, "home" is scheduled
to be demolished next summer.
Theresa Jaskiewicz of Carlsbad Caverns National
Park is coordinating a volunteer project to rescue tlJe
bats. Workers from the National Park Service, tlJe
Bureau of Land Management, and concerned citizens arc
laking advantage of the bats' winter exodus to plug up
entrnnces into the building so tlJey will be prevented
from re-entering when tlJey return tlJis spring. The high
school students will continue watching tlJe school tlJis

We are also preparing a stratigraphic column of tlJe
burrow site, emphasizing tlJe litlJology, distribution, and
tlJickness of tlJe SI. Louis Limestone ncar tlJe waterfall.
From tlle stratigraphic column we plan to detennine
exactly what organisms produced tlJe burrows and tlle
nature of tlJe environment (for example, deep versus
shallow water) in which they lived.
What is the importance of tlJese findings? Our
research should offer insights into tlJe origin of ancient
large burrow strnctures as well as enhance our underslanding of tlJe organisms which produced tllem. We
hope to also further; our underslanding of tlle evolution
of burrowing behavior in large organisms.
If yon have any information pertaining to large burrow strnctures which might be of interest or benefit 10
our study, please contact us at tlJe Depl. of Geosciences,
SoutlJeast Missonri State University, One University
Plaza, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701, Phone 314-6512168, or Internet CI27SCE@SEMOUM.SEMO.EDU
This project is funded by Southeast Missouri State Univer.
sity in cooperation with Mammoth Cave National Park.
Field assistance has been generously provided by the Cave
Research Foundation.

spring to identify new entrances which can tlJen be wired
shnt. The student group is also busy building bat houses
which will hopefully become the bats' new home. A
number of nearby residents bave agreed to have tlJe bat
houses on tlJeir propCrty.
The group doing tlJe entrance-closing work were
required to obtain an insurance policy by tlJe Carlsbad
Municipal Schools in case any volunteer was injured on
tlJe site. The Cave Research Foundation picked up tlJe
S500 tab for tlJe policy.
It's an ambitious project witlJ many people of all
ages and all walks of life involved. Let's hope tlJe bats

take the hint and move to more auspicious quarters.
Source: Car/sbad Current-Argus,
reprinted in the Guadalupe Hooter.
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Comfort Caving-A

Recent Innovation

Sue Hagan

r

A mark of mid-life cavers (arbitrarily defined as
anyone who has caved more !ban 15 years and less !ban
45 years) is a fondness for reminiscing about when we
"grew up" and bought our first pair of decent boots or
when we started wearing knee pads. I recently discovered
a way of significantly enhancing my caving comfort
!ba~ like knee pads, in retrospect seems obvious-why
did ,t take me so long? I've discovereda simple way to
feed my caffeine habit !bat is lightweight, warm!b
producing and inexpensive. Aren't these !be !bree critical
criteria for judging any innovation in caving equipmelll?
Credit for my marvelous innovation must be shared
wi!b Phil DiBlasi and Jan Hemberger who designed !be
means. A few mon!bs ago, !bey began supplying
Mammo!b Cave expeditions wi!b candle-wax filled paper
cups (!be kind you get at fast food counters for holding
ketehup}-hereafter referredto as WFPCs. Ignited, two
or three WFPCs will warm a tin of food. The advantage
over !be commercially available heat tabs is obviousthere's no smell or toxic fumes.
But I've never been all !bat keen on eating a tin of
luna or weenie beanies (yucchi). Being a genuine
caffeine addict, I've forgone !be tinned food in order to
bring in tinned liquid-a can of soda However, besides
!be weight, soda bas a slightly chilling effect (good after
a bard push, bad when sitting around during a mcal

break). Further, on two occasions the can has sprung
leaks (a prophylactic for this situation is to wrap !be can
wi!b duct tape).
Now, wi!b !be use of !be WFPCs I've found !be
perfect solution. Carry in an 8 oz. tin of fruil After
eating !be contents, I now have a stovelcup for brewing
up instant coffee or tea. Just one WFPC will bring
water close to boiling rather quickly; I've even managed
to get two brews with one WFPC. The weight of a
spoonful or two of instant coffee (or tea bags if you
prefer) and a few WFPCs is inconsequential. Water is
some!bing I carry anyway; !be coffee is just a nice way
of using it.
There is some!bing very comforting about a cup of
coffee midway !brough a caving trip. The aroma, wafting toward me, especially if I've packed a gourmet blend.
builds !be anticipation. The addedwarm!b as I consume
!be liquid stays beyond !be meal. And of course !be
slight surge of caffeine-inducedadrenaline is a pick-meup that can last !brough the remainder of the trip-I'm
sure that's why I felt so good exiting at 4 am not long
ago.
If!bere is a disadvantage to having brewed coffee on
caving trips it is !bat !be rest of !be crew-if !bey aren't
likewi~ equipped-will gaze longingly at you until you
e.!ber d.spose of or share !bat last drop in !be cup. But
they'll catch on; watch, it will be like kneepads!

The Underground Reader
Mapping at CCNP
"An Underground Odyssey: The Discovery and Mapping
of Carlsbad Caverns National Park" by Hea!ber F. Rex;
in Exploration and Mapping of the National Parks, Map
and Geography Round Table of the American Library
Association, Occasional Paper NO.4, Speculum Orbis
Press, Winnetka, IL, 1994. Reviewed by Mick Sutton.
One chapter in Ibis new publication on mapping in
!be National Parks is devoted to speleo-cartography.
After a general background on !be history of !be area and
!be discovery of Carlsbad Cavern, Rex outlines !be
cave's mapping history beginning wi!b Robert Holley's
gov.ernment-sponsoredtransit survey of 1923, and illustraltng the Runyan! Lee map of 1925 (oddly refemxlto
as "the first complete map"). She goes on to outline the
formation of the Guadalupe Cave Survey, and its incorporation into CRF, leading evelllually to the 1988 set of
quadranglemaps.
Finally, Lechuguilla Cave is discussed. with an
illustration of a version of the line plot map. The CRF
precision survey is referredto briefly, along wi!b a discussion of the modern trend of replacing the old explore
first, map second routine with the present-<laysurvey-asyou-go strategy.

That Ibis is written by a non-caver is sometimes

overly obvious. The prose tends towards the melndramatic: "Cave exploration, by the very nature of the feat,
is fraught ,,:~thdrama and danger.... The personal dwger
.s .mmense . [Well-sometimes, perhaps]. And some of
the nuts and bolts seem to have become garbled. e.g.
"magnetic north must be checked frequently [how?] to
identify anomalies that might affect the instruments."
Lechuguilla is referredto as "the world's deepest cave".
Despite these gaffs, this is a mostly well-written general
account which imparts some of the flavor of cave mapplllg for the general public.
For information on availability,
write to Speculwn Orbis
Press, 1050 Gage Street, Winnetka, IL 60093.

Lechuguilla Third Longest US Cave
Lechuguilla Cave is now the third longest cave in
!be United States, and fif!b on the world list. An expedition into the cave which concluded October 23 brought
Lechuguilla Cave's official length np to 79.06 miles.
The cave also remains the deepest limestone cave in the
US at 1,606 feet deep (Kazumnra Cave, a lava cave in
Hawaii, is deeper at 2, III feet).

CALENDAR
MAMMOTH
Presidents'
Day, February
Cheryl Early, 614-261-0876.
St. Patrick's
513-890-3679.

Day,

CAVE
a

March

17~19.

MISSOURI
Dick Ma;\ey &

17 20.

Joyce Hoffmaster,

Easter, April 14.17. Hamilton Valley camp-cut expedi.
tion-,see p. lJ. Mick Sutton & Sue Hagan, 314-546-2864.
Spring,
April 21-24.
Leadership training expeditionsee p.ll. Mike Yocum, 502-227-7254.
Memorial
7991.

Day,

May

26.29.

Day,

Summer,

4-7. Paul Cannaley,

Labor

Day,

Marcb

30-July

1-4. Bob Osburn,
Oct.

6-9.

18.19;

April

22.23;

May

6-7.

Most trips scheduled this winter will be based from Van Buren
in the Ozark National Scenic Riverways. Survey and bio.
inventory trips take place at frequent intervals, and schedul.
ing is usually flexible enough to accorrunodate all Ns who
wish to sample some Ozark caving. Please call Scott House
(314-282-3246), Doug Baker (314.878-8831) or Mick Sutton
(314-546-2864 ).

9.
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GUADALUPES

Scott House,

I

Presidents'

Day, Sept.

Columbus
786-2092.

11-12;

Phil Bodanza. 914-255-

Independence
314-282-3246.
Aug.

June

Feb.

317-862-5618.
314-984-8453

Neil & Terri Hammond, 317-

Memorial
Labor

Day,

Day,
Fall,

May

Sept.

Tbanksglvlng,
Late

February

Day,

2-46

Nov.
Dec.

18.20

27-29.
23.27.

15-17.

Thanksgiving,
Nov. 22-26.
Pbil DiBlasi & Jan Hemberger. 502-637-2030 (H); 502-852-6724 (PO, W)

Restoration

New Year, Dec. 29-Jan
1, 1996.
Dave West & Karen
Willmes. 301-460-4299 (OW) or 301-366.5038 (KW).

To sign up for an expedition, notify the Personnel Officer
Bryan Holcomb, 919 Silver Ave. SW, Albuquerque, NM
87102; 505-842-5156, at least one week in advance.

First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Please
notify the expedition leader or the Operations Manager Mike
Yocum (502-227-7254)
two weeks in advance. Some of tbe
one-day expeditions may be extended to a second day at the
discretion of the expedition leader.

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P.O.BOX 443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387

Field

Camp-to

be

announced

CALIFORNIA
For Lilburn schedule information, call John Tinsley (415.
327-2368; JTINSLEY@SIERRA.WR.USGS.GOV).
For Lava
Beds schedule, call Janet Sowers (510-236-3009)
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